b) H(M) ® F(M M ; L) c = F(U Σ ; M) ® H(L) C .
When G is not compact, both ( As these results indicate, the purpose of this paper is to establish yet another generalization of the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem (PRT). The genesis of our approach is two-fold. The idea of employing the null space was suggested by Blattner's study [1] of the Glimm projection-valued measure. The notion of defining a nonHilbert Banach space induced representation seemed natural in light of the work of Moore [8] and Kleppner [7] .
We recall the following basic concepts. Suppose G is a locally compact group (we denote its neutral element by e). Endowing G with right invariant Haar measure, one uses the familiar notions of convolution and * to define two Banach algebras, L^G) (= the Li-group algebra of G with norm denoted by 11 | [ x ) and C* (G) (= the C*-group algebra of G with norm denoted by || |l*) Let R be a unitary (always assumed continuous) representation of G, and denote always by H(R) the Hubert space on which R acts. In terms of such a representation R of G, we define nondegenerate continuous ^representations (denoted by R again) of L X {G) and C*(G) in the usual way. The representation theories of L λ (G) and C*(G) mirror that of G. The reader is referred to [1] for a precise statement of these facts. 1* The null space* Suppose Ssf is a C*-algebra. The Jacobson structure space of jy, written J^*, is defined to be the space of kernels of irreducible nondegenerate * -representations of jy endowed with the hull-kernel topology. If R is a *-representation acting on the Hubert space H{R), Glimm [5] has shown that there exists a unique projection-valued measure E(R; •) on the Borel field generated by the topology of J^* such that if C is a closed subset of jy*, E(R; C) is the projection on the manifold
F(R; C) = {v e H(R): R(a)v = 0 for all a e ΠQ

E(R; •) takes its values in the center of the von-Neumann algebra generated by R(J^).
Let G be a locally compact group with unitary representations R ly R 2 ; suppose R ? is irreducible. Regarding R x and R 2 as representations of C*(G) as well as of G, we consider the space F(R X \ Cl {Ker R 2 }), where Cl {Ker R 2 } is the closure in the structure space topology of the point-set containing the kernel of the representation R 2 , Ker R 2 . Because Ker R 2 e Cl {Ker R 2 }, we have
The projection EiR,; Cl {Ker R 2 }) will be called the null projection coming from R x at R 2 , and will be denoted by E(R λ ; R 2 ). The space F(R γ \ Cl {Ker R 2 }) will be called the null space coming from R t at R 2 and will be denoted by FiR^ R 2 Ύe G, and (ii) \ ll/00!l 2 ώ7< co. As usual, let U L , the induced representation of 
2. Essentially bounded induced representations* It is quite easy to see that statements (b) and (c) of Theorem 1 are false if we abandon the assumption that G is compact. Indeed, let G be the group of real numbers under addition and let H = {0}; let M be any character of G and let L be the irreducible identity representation of H. Then U L is the right regular representation of G acting on
is the trivial subspace of L 2 (G) having dimension zero, whereas F(M H ; L) has dimension one. However, if one considers the right regular representation of G acting on L^G) instead of L 2 {G) one can define in the natural way a space "F(U L ; M)" having dimension one. We therefore define a new type of induced representation; we argue in Proposition 1 below that this definition is reasonable by re-examining the case when G is compact. 
is a strongly continuous representation of L X (G). Note that since in general ||/||* ^ ||/||i> it does not seem to be the case that one can similarly define a strongly continuous representation of C*(G). It is for this reason that we will have to concern ourselves with L t (G) at the expense of C*(G).
As 
When G is compact, we have the following result. PROPOSITION 
Let G, H, M and L he as in Lemma
, so we will be done if we establish that if g = (g k ) e F^U 1 -; M) then each ^ is in fact continuous (and hence in L^iG)).
We have 
= L(x)g (7) for all xeH, 7 e G} .
The space
Let G be a locally compact group and let H = {e\. If M is an irreducible unitary representation of G and if L is the trivial irreducible representation of H, one calculates F λ (W L ; M) to be the space
F,(W L ; M) = ίge LJβ): ί f{7)g(7~ι)d7 -0 for all fe L,(G) such that \f{7)(M(7~ι)u, v)d7 = 0 for all u, v e H(M)j . Elementary considerations thus show that F 1 (W L \ M) is just the weak-* closure in L^G) (= the dual of L X (G)) of the space S M = linear span {g u>v e L^(G): g u , υ (7) = (M(7)u, v),u,ve H(M)}.
Because the weak-* closure of such a space is a very difficult thing to determine precisely, we feel constrained to consider the simpler space (2) if v e Sίf*, the corresponding member of έ%fj is denoted by v; (3) scalar multiplication is given by av = av; (4) the inner product is given by (ΰ, v) = (v, u) . When ^J is a Hubert space, β£% c is just the conjugate space of 3(f^ Let Sίf^ 3(f z be pre-Hilbert spaces containing the elements u, v, respectively. Define an operator u 0 v of rank 1 from <%t into <%f by (u 0 v)w = (w, v)% for all w G <%?. The space of linear combinations of such operators is just the space of linear operators of finite rank mapping <%? into Jgf, and is isomorphic to the algebraic tensor product of Sίf γ and ^c ; we denote this space by ^(g) ^c .
We thus see that Since the collection of all these v kij is finite, we can write
where the % are linearly independent and independent of the particular indices i, j. These considerations lead naturally to a definition. 
We will need a few more definitions and results. If £tf is a Hubert space, let £^(3ίf) be the space of all the bounded linear operators mapping £ίf into itself and let ^f γ {^f) be the subspace of £f{^f)
consisting of all the trace-class operators in ^{^f). If Tr denotes the usual trace functional and if T'e Jzf^&ίf), the functional A->Ύv(TA) on J*f(<%?) is continuous in the ultra weak topology of (see [2] ).
LEMMA 2. If G is a group with irreducible unitary representation R and if T e ^i{H{R)) satisfies Tr (TR(Ύ))
Proof. By the von Neumann density theorem, the space 21 = linear span {R (7): Ύe G} is ultraweakly dense in ^f(H(R)).
Since Ύr(TA) = 0 for all Ae%, the ultraweak continuity of Tr(T ) implies
Ύr(TA) = 0 for all Ae^(H(R)).
Therefore Tr(TT*) = 0, so that T = 0. PROPOSITION 
Let G be a locally compact group with closed subgroup H. Let M, L be irreducible unitary representations of G, H, respectively, where H(L) is separable. Suppose N is a function mapping G into j^l{H{L)) such that N(xl) = L(x)N(Ύ) for all x e H, Ύ e G. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
( i ) There exists A e H(M) ® H(M) e such that Tr (N(Ύ)) = Tr (M(Ύ)A) for all ΎeG. (ii) NeF 0 (W L ;M)®* H(L) C .
Proof, (a) (i) => (ii). Writing A in the form A = Σ?=i^iΘ^<> where v ί9
, v n are linearly independent elements in H(M), we have, for all ΎeG, (N(y, k; 
Hence, for all x e H, we see that Tr ((g N(v i9 To show this, observe that for all veH(M), xeH, 7e(?, Exactly as in (a), use n-ΐold transitivity to define, for all veH(M), k = 1, > -,n, functions N(v, k; •) 
Let E m be the projection on the space spanned by e lf * -,e m ; since H(L) is separable, these E m converge ultra weakly to the identity operator on H(L). We see that
where the u km = ΣΓ=i%ϋ must converge weakly to an element u k in ίZ"(Λf) and Tr (N(v, k; e) 
) we see that
Letting Since S^C{H{R 2 )) is a C*-algebra this isomorphism is an isometry ([3, pp. 18, 82] ). For fe C*(G), let /* denote its equivalence class in C*(G)/Ker R 2 . Using the well-known fact that the dual of ^f c (H(R 2 
(x7)L(y)) = Ύτ(M(y)M(x7)A) = Ύγ(L(x)T A (Ύ)L(y)). By Lemma 2, T A (xy) = L(x)TJy).
By Proposition 2, the fact that ΊT (T A (Ύ))
= It is to be hoped that this approach somehow lays bare the skeleton of the structure of this reciprocity situation, and, moreover, that the quasinull space yields some information as the manner in which an irreducible representation is contained in some other representation.
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